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OVERVIEW

This is one of the last front-line properties for sale on
Marbella’s Golden Mile. With its large plot, swimming
pool, several buildings and sea views, it has great
potential

This stunning beachside property comprises two villas and two independent
apartments, which combine luxury and a traditional style. It is located in the most
exclusive area of Marbella's Golden Mile, on a 5,900 m² private plot, and boasts
fantastic sea views.

The main house consist of an elegant living room opening onto the gardens, a dining
room adjacent to an inner courtyard, a kitchen, a second living room, the master en-
suite bedroom, a guest apartment with an en-suite bedroom and a further bedroom.
Outside, the house has a covered porch, which leads to the garden, the large
swimming pool and the bar.

The second house has four bedrooms and several sitting areas distributed over two
floors. The property, which needs some refurbishment, also includes staff
accommodation, two independent apartments, a garage with four to five parking
spaces and ten to fifteen outdoor parking spaces.

It has great potential and includes a license to build a four-storey hotel.

lucasfox.com/go/lfcds517

Sea views, Garden, Swimming pool, Terrace,
Parking
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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